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Abstract—Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing
(OFDM) is a promising technique to realize high-speed indoor
optical wireless (OW) links through the exploitation of the high
peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR) for intensity modulation
(IM). However, non-linear distortions in the transmission chain
can significantly compromise the performance of OFDM as they
incur inter-channel interference. The light emitting diode (LED)
is the main source for such distortions due to its nonlinear
behavior. Distortion levels can be controlled when the LED
operates in a quasi-linear segment of its characteristic around
a bias point. The severity of non-linear distortions and the
dependence of the bias point on the chosen digital modulation
scheme are analyzed in this paper. In this context, the bit-error
performance is determined as a function of the bias point and
the applied power back-offs.

Index Terms—OFDM, LED, optical wireless communication,
nonlinearity distortion, PAPR.

I. INTRODUCTION

OFDM is used in several applications such as the wire-
less local area network (WLAN) radio interfaces IEEE
802.11a/g/b/n due to its high spectrum efficiency and robust-
ness against multipath effects [1]. However, the OFDM signal
envelope with its high PAPR is still a design challenge. High
peak signal values in OFDM stem from the superposition of a
large number of usually statistically independent sub-channels
that can constructively sum up to high signal peaks in the time
domain. Therefore, the OFDM signal suffers from significant
in-band and out-of-band distortions due to nonlinearities intro-
duced at the transmitter. The in-band component determines
the system bit-error ratio (BER) degradation [2], whereas the
out-of-band component affects adjacent frequency bands [3].

In radio frequency (RF) communication, the main compo-
nent that causes ’nonlinear’ distortions is the transmit power
amplifier (PA) (depicted in Fig. 1(a)) which is linear only over
a small range of input amplitudes. In addition, signal clipping
at the PA saturation level is a critical source of distortion,
specially for OFDM with its high PAPR [4]. Backing-off the
average power of the input signal ensures that the PA operates
in its linear region and avoids saturation. Alternatively, the
reduction of the PAPR through methods such as clipping
and filtering, constrained coding, and selective mapping are
considered [5]. However, neither power back-off nor PAPR
reduction techniques necessarily mean an improvement in sys-
tem performance and trade-offs must be considered. Amplifier
power back-off might result in a significant power efficiency
penalty and can significantly compromise signal coverage [6].
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Fig. 1. The PA is the last stage driving the antenna. The LED is biased
before applying the OFDM signal for intensity modulation.

PAPR reduction techniques increase the system complexity
and/or sacrifice bandwidth efficiency [7, 8].

OW communication is an attractive approach to complement
RF based systems for the realization of broadband access. It
has many advantages such as, almost unlimited bandwidth,
license-free operation, avoidance of electrosmog, and low-cost
front ends and expected high data rates [9, 10]. In different
studies, it is shown that OFDM can unfold it advantages
also for the use in OW transmission systems [11–14]. Most
importantly, it effectively combats multipath fading, and, thus,
avoids inter-symbol-interference (ISI). In optical systems, the
real value baseband OFDM signal is modulated onto the
instantaneous power of the optical carrier resulting in IM.
Since, however, optical intensity cannot be negative, the LED
has to be biased (see Fig. 1(b)). The biasing point should
be carefully selected to consider the maximum allowable
forward current and minimize signal clipping and magnitude
distortion. In addition, signal power back-offs can be used to
minimize distortion levels by operating the LED in a quasi-
linear segment of its characteristic around the chosen bias
point as shown in Fig. 2.

The error vector magnitude (EVM) and the BER are used to
measure the effect of the non-linear distortions. The effect of
the bias point and the applied power back-off on the bit-error
performance for several modulation orders is investigated. The
rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the
OFDM system model is introduced and the integration of the
LED characteristics into the simulation model is explained.
Simulation results are presented and discussed in Section III.
Finally, Section IV concludes the paper.
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Fig. 2. Non-linear LED transfer characteristics: The typical relation between
the applied forward voltage and the forward current through the LED is
depicted. The non-linear transfer characteristic distorts the OFDM signal.
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Fig. 3. The building blocks of the optical OFDM simulation model. The
LED characteristics are modeled through the V-I block. The DC Bias block
is used to set the LED bias point.

II. OFDM SYSTEM MODEL

The building blocks of the implemented Matlab simulation
model are shown in Fig. 3. The model continuously generates
a random stream of bits. Data protection is realized through the
use of forward error correction (FEC) coding (convolutional
encoder) and interleaving. Different modulation schemes are
considered. The generated serial stream of symbols at the mod-
ulator output is split into parallel streams, each is transmitted
on a separate sub-carrier. The inverse fast Fourier transform
(IFFT) operation is used to modulate the available sub-carriers
and to generate the time domain OFDM signal. At the input of
the IFFT, complex conjugate data symbols are used to produce
a real time domain output signal as illustrated in Fig. 4.

The LED characteristic within the V-I block as shown in
Fig. 3 is modeled using curve fitting techniques. The V-I
block implements the relation between the forward voltage
across the LED and the current through the LED. The DC
bias block is used to set the bias point. In this paper, the V-I
block is modeled for a high power IR LED (OSRAM, SFH

frequency

DCComplex
conjugate

Data
symbols

fs/2-fs/2

index(N/2)-1-N/2

1-1

Fig. 4. IFFT bin assignment. fs is the sampling frequency, N are the number
of the IFFT bins (IFFT length, or the OFDM sub-carriers), fs

2
is the Nyquist

frequency, and the sub-carriers separation is equal to fs
N

.

4230) [15]. A least-squares curve fitting approach is used and
a polynomial of the sixth degree shows the best fit for the
transfer characteristic of the real LED as shown in Fig. 5.
From the data sheet, the maximum permissible AC forward
current is 2A. Hence, input signals producing forward current
larger than 2A are clipped.
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Fig. 5. The LED transfer characteristics of the OSRAM, SFH 4230 plotted
using the polynomial equation describing the LED forward current and
forward voltage relation. The linear scale is shown on the left curve while
the semi-log scale is shown on the right curve. The curve from the data sheet
is shown for comparison. The turn-on voltage is around 1.3V. The dynamic
range for this particular LED is roughly around 600mVpp. The three bias
points considered later on in the simulation are shown. Input signals producing
forward current larger than 2Amp are clipped.

Shot noise due to background light is assumed to be
the dominant source of noise and modeled as an AWGN
(additive white Gaussian noise) in the simulation [16]. The
OFDM demodulator implements the necessary blocks to es-
timate the transmitted data bits. For the purpose of channel
estimation, training sequences are used [17, 18]. However,
the complex conjugate requirements must be fulfilled for
the OW OFDM system. Concretely, the OFDM frame is
formed by four OFDM symbols for the training sequence
and 20 OFDM symbols with data sub-carriers. The channel
transfer factors are obtained using the training sequence and
averaging over the four training sequence periods for every
sub-carrier. Attaching a cyclic prefix (CP) to the transmitted
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Fig. 6. A constellation diagram for a QPSK modulation with 3/4 channel
coding rate with nonlinearity effects and 15dB SNR (AWGN channel without
the LED generated distortion).

OFDM symbols converts the linear convolution of the channel
with the OFDM signal to a circular convolution [19]. As a
result, simple frequency domain equalizer can be employed.
Frequency domain equalization is realized using conventional
OFDM zero-forcing (ZF) detection. The equalized symbols
are demodulated and the encoded symbols (a convolutional en-
coder is assumed at the transmitter) are decoded by the Viterbi
hard-decision algorithm. The decoded bits are deinterleaved
to obtain the estimated stream of data bits. In addition, the
OFDM demodulator calculates the BER and the EVM used
as distortion indicators in this paper.

The error vector is a common figure of merit for system
linearity in digital wireless communication standards. It is a
measure of the fidelity of a digital communication system
and is related to in-band distortion and signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) [20]. On a constellation diagram, the error vector is a
measure of the departure of signal constellation points from
its ideal reference as shown in Fig. 6. The error vector is the
scalar distance between the ideal constellation vector and the
measured vector of the displaced constellation point after it
has been compensated in timing, amplitude, frequency, phase,
and DC offset. The EVM is the root mean square value of the
error vector over time. To calculate the EVM, the model uses
the recovered constellations to regenerate the ideal constel-
lations. The EVM is calculated by subtracting the recovered
constellations from the corresponding ideal references, taking
the absolute values and calculating the RMS value over one
OFDM symbol.

III. RESULTS

From the LED data sheet, the maximum permissible DC
forward current is at 1A which corresponds to 1.7V bias
voltage. Therefore, five different bias points (1.6V, 1.625V,
1.65V, 1.675, and 1.7V) are considered to investigate the
LED induced distortion as a function of the bias point.

The distortion is characterized by the EVM in percentage.
The instantaneous average power of the input OFDM signal
modulating the LED is 14.5mW (calculated over one OFDM
symbol). A binary phase-shift keying (BPSK) modulation
scheme with 3/4 channel coding rate is used in this simulation
and ideal channel is assumed (no AWGN). The EVM is
computed over one OFDM symbol and the obtained values
for 100 OFDM symbols are plotted in Fig. 7. Based on the
obtained results, bias points of 1.6V, 1.625V, and 1.65V are
considered later on in the bit-error performance and EVM
investigations (as a function of power back-offs), since they
achieve the lowest EVM floor, where EVM floor is defined
as the lowest EVM value in a burst of 100 OFDM symbols.
The OFDM and the LED simulation parameters are listed in
Table I.

TABLE I
SIMULATION MODEL PARAMETERS

OFDM

IFFT length 64
Data sub-carriers 31

CP length 16 [samples]
Training symbols 4

OFDM signal power 14.5 [mW]

LED

Biasing points 1.6/1.625/1.65 [V]
Power back-offs 0/2/4/6/8/10/12 [dB]
Signal clipping 2 [Amp]
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Fig. 7. The EVM scatter plot of 100 OFDM symbols versus bias point. Five
different bias points (1.6V, 1.625V, 1.65V, 1.675, and 1.7V) are investigated.
EVM floor is defined as the lowest EVM value in a burst of 100 OFDM
symbols. EVM peak is defined as the highest EVM value in a burst of 100
OFDM symbols.

In order to study the effect of LED nonlinearity on the sys-



tem performance, simulations are conducted without the LED
model (only AWGN) to determine the required SNR to achieve
a target BER of 10−5 for the three modulation schemes under
investigation (BPSK, quadrature phase-shift keying (QPSK),
and 16-QAM (quadrature amplitude modulation). The curves
are depicted in Fig. 8 and the approximate required SNR
values to achieve 10−5 BER are shown on the figure.
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Fig. 8. BER versus SNR using AWGN channel model and 3/4 convolutional
channel coding rate for BPSK, QPSK, and 16-QAM. The approximate SNR
values required to achieve a target BER of 10−5 are 6dB, 9.5dB, and 16.5dB
for BPSK, QPSK, and 16-QAM, respectively.

The BER and EVM for 1000 OFDM symbols (more than
10Mbits) are simulated at the SNR values from Fig. 8 for
the three bias points and for different power back-off values.
The BER and EVM simulation results for BPSK, QPSK,
and 16-QAM are shown in Figs. 9, 10, and 11, respectively.
In all figures, the instantaneous average power of 14.5mW
is considered the 0dB power back-off. The power back-off
indicates relative decrease in the input signal power and values
up to 12dB are considered in the simulation.

The effect of LED nonlinearity is obvious in all figures and
degradation in BER performance is noted. At 0dB power back-
off, the lowest BER values achieved are 1× 10−4, 1× 10−4,
and 3 × 10−3 for BPSK, QPSK, and 16-QAM, respectively.
For BPSK and QPSK, BER less than 10−4 is achieved at
2dB power back-off while 6dB power back-off is required for
the 16-QAM. The target BER of 10−5 can not be achieved
for any of the modulation orders under investigation even
with higher power back-off values. A significant observation
is that for all obtained results, there is an error floor when
increasing the power back-off. For instance, BER curves for
BPSK and QPSK show an error floor for power back-off
values larger than about 4dB. While the 16-QAM BER curve
demonstrates an error floor for power back-off values larger
than approximately 8dB. The error floor is a function of the
bias point and depends on the EVM floor for each bias point.
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Fig. 9. The BER and EVM versus power back-offs for the three bias points
under investigation. The SNR is 6dB and power back-offs up to 8dB are
considered.
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Fig. 10. The BER and EVM versus power back-offs for the three bias points
under investigation. The SNR is 9.5dB and power back-offs up to 8dB are
considered.

In addition, the effect of the selected bias point on the
performance is noticeable in all the figures. Different bias
point results in different BER and EVM performances. For the
considered LED in this paper, it can be concluded that at 0dB
power back-off, the 1.6V offers better bit-error performance
compared to the other bias points. For example, using BPSK,
2 × 10−4 BER is achieved at 1.6V compared to 1 × 10−3 at
1.65V. Using 16-QAM, 3 × 10−3 BER is achieved at 1.6V
compared to 3 × 10−2 at 1.65V. A possible reasoning is that
at 1.6V, the number of clipped upper peaks of the OFDM
signal is reduced. However, the 1.6V bias point demonstrates
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Fig. 11. The BER and EVM versus power back-offs for the three bias points
under investigation. The SNR is 16.5dB and power back-offs up to 12dB are
considered.

the highest distortion for power back-offs larger than 2dB
and should not be considered. Therefore, and as expected,
at high back-off powers, the LED operating segment of its
characteristics influences the generated distortion. For power
back-offs larger than 2dB, the 1.65V and the 1.625V bias
points can be traded off for different modulation orders.
For instance, 1.65V performers better for BPSK and QPSK
modulation orders, while 1.625V shows better performance
for 16-QAM.

IV. CONCLUSION

A model for the high power IR LED (OSRAM, SFH 4230)
is considered in the simulations to study the influence of the
nonlinear behavior of LEDs on the performance of OFDM
based OW systems. For this particular LED (with 14.5mW
OFDM signal and SNR values set to achieve 10−5 BER with
AWGN excluding LED generated distortion), a power back-
off value of 2dB is sufficient to achieve BER less than 10−4

for BPSK and QPSK. However, 16-QAM is more sensitive
to signal distortion and requires a power back-off of 6dB to
achieve BER less than 10−4. At these power back-off values
and/or larger values the LED can be considered operating in
a quasi-linear segment of its characteristic for the three bias
points and the three modulation orders under investigation.

The optical link can be maintained using low order modu-
lation schemes (BPSK and QPSK) even with high signal de-
terioration. For example, BPSK modulation using 3/4 channel
coding rate achieves 2×10−4 BER at 49.5% EVM (6dB SNR,
1.6V bias point, and 0dB back-off power). It is also shown
that higher modulation schemes such as the 16-QAM are very
sensitive to the operating bias point. The 16-QAM modulation
using 3/4 channel coding rate achieves 3×10−3 BER at 1.6V
and 2×10−2 at 1.65V (16.5dB SNR and 0dB power back-off).

In a practical system, the bias point should be adjusted
depending on the power back-off and the modulation order,
and this should be done dynamically when using adaptive
modulation techniques.
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